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Abstract. Arctic sea ice drift motion affects the global material balance, energy exchange and climate change and seriously

affects the navigation safety of ships along certain channels. Due to the Arctic’s special geographical location and harsh natural

conditions, observations and broad understanding of the Arctic sea ice motion are very limited. In this study, sea ice motion

data released by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) were used to analyze the climatological, spatial and temporal

characteristics of the Arctic sea ice drift from 1979 to 2018 and to understand the multiscale variation characteristics of the5

three major Arctic sea ice drift patterns. The empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis method was used to extract the

three main sea ice drift patterns, which are the anticyclonic sea ice drift circulation pattern on the scale of the Arctic basin, the

average sea ice transport pattern from the Arctic Ocean to the Fram Strait and the transport pattern moving ice between the

Kara Sea (KS) and the northern coast of Alaska. By using the ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) method, each

temporal coefficient series extracted by the EOF method was decomposed into multiple time-scale sequences. We found that10

the three major drift patterns have 4 significant interannual variation periods of approximately 1, 2, 4 and 8 years. Furthermore,

the second pattern has a significant interdecadal variation characteristic with a period of approximately 19 years, while the other

two patterns have no significant interdecadal variation characteristics. Combined with the atmospheric and oceanic geophysical

variables, the results of the correlation analysis show that the first EOF sea ice drift pattern is mainly related to atmospheric

environmental factors, the second pattern is related to the joint action of atmospheric and oceanic factors, and the third pattern15

is mainly related to oceanic factors. Our study suggests that the ocean environment also has a strong correlation with sea ice

movement. Especially for some sea ice transport patterns, the correlation even exceeds atmospheric forcing.

1 Introduction

The Arctic Ocean, located in the northernmost Arctic region of the Earth, is a semiclosed ocean basin almost completely

surrounded by Eurasia and North America. It is partly covered by sea ice throughout the year and almost completely covered in20

winter. Sea ice plays an important role in global material and energy exchange and climate change. In the 30 years since satellite

observations began, the summer sea ice coverage of the Arctic Ocean has shown a significant declining trend (Screen et al.,

2011; Guarino et al., 2020). The minimum sea ice area continues to decrease significantly (Kwok and Cunningham, 2012),

and the density, thickness and volume of sea ice have decreased sharply (Deser and Teng, 2008; Kwok, 2009; Zhang et al.,

2000). The loss of biennial and multiyear ice is also significant, resulting in substantial thinning of the Arctic sea ice thickness25
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(Screen et al., 2011; Nghiem et al., 2007). Increases in the area of open water due to reduced Arctic sea ice have changed

the heat flux exchange, water vapor flux, momentum, and solar radiation between the ocean and atmosphere (Howell et al.,

2018; Boutin et al., 2020). The increase in freshwater caused by the melting of sea ice affects the deep waters of the North

Atlantic and plays an important role in global thermohaline circulation, thus affecting the global climate (Bader et al., 2011;

Lannuzel et al., 2020).30

Sea ice drift significantly affects the thickness distribution of sea ice in the Arctic (Cheng and Xu, 2006; Tschudi et al.,

2020), causing leads (open water areas in a mostly sea ice-covered area) or ridging (sea ice accumulation area) in cases of

divergent or convergent motion, respectively. Bi et al. (Bi et al., 2018) used satellite-derived sea ice products to obtain the sea

ice flux through Baffin Bay and found that there is a tendency for more sea ice to converge within the Baffin Bay regime, which

is triggered by the accelerated sea ice drift motion and partly compensated by the reduced sea ice concentration. These dynamic35

processes act together with thermodynamic ocean-atmosphere processes and affect the ice mass balance and thickness, which

determine the summer survival or melting of sea ice in a region (Thomas, 2016).

Arctic sea ice drift mainly presents four primary patterns: the Beaufort Gyre (BG) + transpolar drift (TPD), anticyclonic

drift, cyclonic drift and double gyre drift (Wang and Zhao, 2012). The BG and TPD are the two primary circulation patterns

of sea ice drift in the Arctic Ocean, and wind is the major driving force of Arctic sea ice motion (Thorndike and Colony,40

1982). The BG is a large-scale ocean circulation pattern around the Beaufort Sea. The Arctic Ocean system is characterized

by a unique anticyclonic circulation pattern associated with atmospheric and oceanic forcing. These forcing are related to the

climate change of Arctic and beyond. (Kawaguchi et al., 2012; Rabe et al., 2014). The TPD begins off the coast of Siberia and

travels through the Arctic on its way to transport sea ice out of the Arctic through the Fram Strait.

In recent decades, the major circulation patterns and characteristics related to Arctic sea ice drift have been well established45

(Olason and Notz, 2014). However, sea ice drift has great temporal and spatial variability (Kaur et al., 2019). A growing body

of research shows that sea ice drift in the Arctic presents significant positive trends in both winter and summer (Hakkinen et al.,

2008). The major circulation patterns and characteristics of Arctic sea ice drift are affected by large-scale atmospheric circu-

lation (Kwok et al., 2013; Olonscheck et al., 2019), sea ice concentration (Yu et al., 2019) and other factors. The sea ice area

export across the Fram Strait shows a 5% per decade positive trend for 1957 - 2010, which is mainly caused by the increasing50

TPD (Smedsrud et al., 2011). Bi et al. (Bi et al., 2016) studied the linkage between ice area flux via the Fram Strait and various

atmospheric circulation indices and found that atmospheric circulation patterns linked to the west-east dipole anomaly pattern

and seesaw structure between the Beaufort and Barents Seas shows a relatively strong influence on Fram Strait ice export over

the 25-year period from 1988 to 2012.

Sea ice drift and temporospatial patterns are crucial to the transport of Arctic sea ice and play a critical role in the advection55

of sea ice out of the Arctic region, Moreover, ice drift influences the ice mass balance and fluxes between the ocean and

the atmosphere (Howell et al., 2018). The temporal and spatial variability in the BG and TPD remain poorly understood, and

studies on the characteristics of multiscale temporal variations are still lacking. In particular, due to a complex superposition

effect of the atmospheric and oceanic geophysical environment in the Arctic Ocean, the multiscale characteristics of the BG

and TPD may show a changeable characteristics both in intensity and oscillation frequency.60
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This paper aims to outline the spatiotemporal variation characteristics and the multiscale temporal variation characteristics

of the sea ice drift patterns in the Arctic Ocean. This work is meaningful for the multiscale decomposition of long sea ice

motion time series so that we can realistically understand the multiscale temporal variation characteristics of sea ice drift

patterns and how their decomposed time-scale signals respond to atmospheric and oceanic forces. Our study suggests that the

ocean environment also has a significant relationship on sea ice movement. Especially for some sea ice transport patterns,65

the relationship even dominates over atmospheric forcing. The results can provide a basis for the study of sea ice dynamics

parameterization in numerical models and the role of dynamic factors in the evolution of Arctic sea ice.

2 Data and method

2.1 Data

Figure 1. Geographic map of the Arctic and its adjacent seas (the shading represent the water depth in m).

The sea ice movement data used in this paper are the mean monthly gridded sea ice motion vector products released by70

the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). We chose the Polar Pathfinder Monthly 25 km EASE-Grid Sea Ice Motion

Vectors (Version 4) (Tschudi et al., 2019) data because of their homogeneous spatial coverage and long-term availability. These

data are obtained by combining the data observed from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer, Scanning Multichannel

Microwave Radiometer, Special Sensor Microwave/Imager and International Arctic Buoy Program measured data. The time

span is from January 1979 to December 2018. The data are projected on an equal-area map with a spatial resolution of 25 km,75

covering the entire area from 48.4− 90◦N .
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To understand the relationship between geophysical variables and the variation characteristics of multiscale sea ice move-

ment, 10 m sea level wind field (SLWF), mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and sea surface temperature (SST) data released by

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are also selected for correlation analysis. The time span

of these data is the same as that of the sea ice motion, and the spatial resolution is 0.5◦×0.5◦. Additionally, we also use the sea80

ice concentration (SIC) data (Cavalieri et al., 1996) released by the NSIDC, and the time span and spatial resolution of these

data are the same as those of the sea ice motion data.

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Statistical analysis of sea ice drift patterns

The empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis method is a widely used multivariate statistical technique used to investigate85

spatial patterns of variability and how they change with time (Iida and Saitoh, 2007). In this study, we employed the EOF

method to extract the spatial patterns of sea ice drift over 40 winter season data sets from 1979 to 2018. The EOF method yields

eigenpatterns of variability and corresponding principal component time series for spatiotemporal data analysis. To facilitate the

calculation of the vector dataset, we convert the three-dimensional matrix to a two-dimensional matrix. The three-dimensional

matrix was arranged such that the spatial components were in the first two dimensions and the temporal components were90

in the third dimension. Then, zonal and meridional components of the ice drift motion were arranged underneath each other

to form a single matrix, in which rows 1 to 361 indicate the zonal component and rows 362 to 722 indicate the meridional

component. Finally, we multiplied the result by - 1 to obtain the vectors in the correct directions.

2.2.2 Mann-Kendall (MK) nonparametric statistical trend test

In this paper, the monotonic variation trend of the time series of sea ice motion vector data is analyzed by the Mann-Kendall95

(MK) nonparametric test method. This method does not require data to conform to a normal distribution and is not affected

by a small number of outliers and missing values, so it is widely used in the trend analysis of hydrological and ocean data

(Vantrepotte and Melin, 2011).

2.2.3 Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT)

The Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) is a newly developed adaptive time-frequency analysis method with high efficiency100

(Huang et al., 1998). It can process nonlinear and nonstationary data and is widely used in various geophysical studies (Huang and Wu,

2008). The HTT consists of two parts: empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert transform (HT). EMD is a signal

decomposition method that decomposes the original time series data into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) from high-frequency

components to low-frequency components. These IMFs must have two characteristics: (1) The number of extremum points is

equal to or at most one different from the number of zero crossings. (2) The average value of the upper envelope formed by the105

local maximum value and the lower envelope formed by the local minimum value is zero. Only in this way can the calculated

IMF maintain the physical significance of amplitude and frequency modulation.
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However, EMD may result in pattern confusion, which is mainly manifested as a single IMF containing signals of different

time scales or a signal of similar time scales appearing in different IMFs. Such a result allows the decomposed IMF lose its

original physical meaning. To solve this problem, Wu et al. (Huang, 2004) proposed the ensemble empirical mode decompo-110

sition (EEMD) method, which adds white noise with limited amplitude to the original data signal and magnifies the extreme

value points of the original signal through noise, largely reducing the uncertainty due to confusion. The EEMD method is used

in this paper. The amplitude of the white noise is 0.2 times the maximum amplitude of the original signal, and the ensemble

number is set to 600.

To judge whether the IMF is noise information or a result with physical significance, the significance test should be carried115

out according to the distribution characteristics of the average period and the energy of each IMF Figure (2). If the decomposed

energy of the IMF is distributed above the confidence level, it is considered to have actual physical significance; otherwise, it

is considered to be white noise.

To ensure that an IMF for EEMD includes useful signal, we test the statistical significance of the IMFs based on the method

proposed by Wu and Huang (Huang, 2004).120

(1) Calculate the energy of the IMFs. The energy of the nth IMF can be written as: Ek =
∑

K

i=1
[Ck(i)]

2, where Ck is the nth

IMF and K is the number of data points.

(2) Ascertain any specific IMF containing little useful information, assume that the energy of that IMF comes solely from

noise, and assign it to the 95% line.

(3) Use the energy level of that IMF to rescale the rest of the IMFs.125

(4) If the energy level of any IMF lies above the theoretical reference white noise line, we can safely assume that this IMF

contains statistically significant information. If the rescaled energy level lies below the theoretical white noise, then we can

assume that the IMF contains little useful information.

Figure 2a shows the significance testing of the first EOF pattern temporal coefficient series with white noise analysis. As seen

from the figure, all IMFs of the decomposition results are located below the 95% confidence line and therefore are considered130

as noise information. Obviously, such a test result is unreasonable. Data such as SST data have autocorrelation, a large trend

and possibly noise other than Gaussian white noise. Therefore, the white noise test should not be used in the test, and the

red noise test should be used instead. The test results of the first EOF pattern temporal coefficient series, which likely contains

other types of noise, seem to exaggerate the significance of some IMFs. To eliminate this problem, methods that can test against

other types of noise (red noise) should be used (Huang and Shen, 2005). Figure 2b shows the significance testing of the first135

EOF pattern temporal coefficient series with red noise analysis. All IMFs of the decomposition results are located above the

95% confidence line.
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Figure 2. Statistical significance test of 6 IMFs of the first EOF pattern temporal coefficient series with white noise (a) and red noise (b).

Each symbol represents the mean normalized energy of an IMF as a function of the mean period of the IMF, ranging from the first IMF to

the 6th IMF. The red line represents the 95% confidence level, and the blue line is the 90% confidence level.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Climatological distribution of the sea ice drift speed field in summer (a) and winter (b) from 1979 to 2018 (the different shading

represent the velocity, and the arrows represent the direction and magnitude of ice drift).
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3 Results

3.1 Climatological distribution characteristics

Based on the 40-year (1979 - 2018) monthly mean sea ice motion data, the climatological distributions of the sea ice drift140

velocity field in summer (May-Oct) and winter (Nov-Apr) are presented. The results show the difference in the magnitude and

direction of the sea ice drift between winter and summer. In general, the main pattern of Arctic sea ice drift is anticyclonic

motion in the Beaufort Sea, i.e., the BG, and TPD, which drives ice from the Laptev Sea across the pole to the Fram Strait. The

Arctic sea ice drift in winter (Figure 3b) and summer (Figure 3a) have the same dominant circulation patterns, but winter is

stronger than summer. The above indicates that even if we use only the winter months data set, we can describe the large-scale145

circulation regimes and their variability of Arctic sea ice motion over time very well. In the following analysis, in order to

allow the sea ice motion dataset better continuity in spatial and temporal distribution, we found that the data from November

to April had a relatively high coverage rate in each month in the whole period from 1979 to 2018.

3.2 Monotonic trend

To obtain the monotonic trend of sea ice drift motion in the Arctic Ocean, monotonic trend analysis from 1979 - 2018 was150

carried out at each grid point using the MK nonparametric test method. Figure 4 shows the monotonic variation trend of the

sea ice motion (Figure 4c) and its zonal (Figure 4a) and meridional (Figure 4b) components are available for the period from

1979 to 2018. As shown in Figure 4a, the sea ice drift of the zonal component is a significant feature in the Beaufort Sea, which

shows an obvious decreasing trend, with an average annual decrease of more than 6 cm. These trends indicate a strengthening

of the anticyclonic sea ice drift pattern in the Beaufort Sea. Similarly, the sea ice drift of the zonal component shows a negative155

trend in some areas around the Eurasian basin and through the Fram Strait, with an average annual decline rate of less than

5 cm. These trends indicate enhanced westward drift, which is consistent with the research results of Van Angelen et al. that

there is a persistent west-east pressure gradient over the Fram Strait, with the associated northerly geostrophic wind over the

Greenland Sea (Van Angelen et al., 2011). The rest of the study area shows an increasing trend, and the Laptev Sea, Canadian

Basin and Baffin Bay all exhibited an annual increase of approximately 5 cm. For the meridional component of drift speed160

(Figure 4b), the positive and negative pattern distributions in the Beaufort Sea area once again reinforce the anticyclonic sea

ice drift pattern. The sea ice drift in the Beaufort Strait and Baffin Bay has a strong southward trend, with an average annual

change of more than 5 cm. This indicates that the sea ice export from the Canadian Basin and the Arctic to Baffin Bay shows a

trend of increasing year by year. However, in the Kara and Laptev Sea regions, an enhanced poleward flow is observed, which

shows a strengthening trend of TPD from 1978 to 2018.165

In general, as seen from Figure 4c, the total drift velocity of Arctic sea ice shows a trend of increasing over the time series,

except for a slight weakening trend in some parts of the Bering Strait. Especially in the Beaufort Sea, Kara Sea (KS) and both

sides of Greenland (Baffin Bay and the Fram Strait), the sea ice drift rate changes significantly, and it strongly affects the spatial

and temporal distribution of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean. Thus, it can be seen that the variation trend of sea ice drift patterns in

the Arctic Ocean is not uniform and consistent, and both the BG and TPD drift patterns show high rates of change.170
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4. Annual spatial distribution of monotonic variation trends in sea ice motion from 1979 to 2018. (a) The zonal component of

drift speed (red shading values indicate enhanced eastward drift, while blue shading values indicate enhanced westward drift, where east is

counterclockwise), (b) the meridional component of drift speed (red shading values indicate enhanced northward drift, while blue shading

values indicate enhanced southward drift, where north is toward the center of the grid) and (c) total drift velocity (red shading values indicate

drift velocity increases, while blue shading values indicate drift velocity decreases). The significance test was carried out by the Mann-Kendall

nonparametric test (p < 0.05).
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3.3 EOF spatiotemporal characteristic

As mentioned above, the distribution of summer sea ice is vulnerable to the effects of weather, atmospheric moisture, and

surface melting, which have a detrimental effect on the data quality and analysis (Sumata et al., 2015). Therefore, this study

uses the sea ice drift data in the winter periods of 1979 - 2018 for EOF analysis to obtain the temporal and spatial patterns of

sea ice drift and then conducts multiscale analysis on the temporal variations of the main spatial distribution patterns of sea ice175

drift.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5. The characteristic vectors for the EOF-based first pattern (a), the second pattern (b) and the third pattern (c) of the Arctic sea ice

motion in winter from 1979 to 2018.
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The spatial distributions of the first three patterns, as shown in Figure 5, are similar to those of the three significant sea ice

drift patterns. The first EOF pattern (Figure 5a) shows an anticyclonic circulation of sea ice drift around the entire Arctic Ocean.

The second EOF pattern (Figure 5b) is similar to the average sea ice transport patterns and shows the export of sea ice from the

BG and TPD to the Fram Strait. The third EOF pattern (Figure 5c) shows the drift of the sea ice transport system moving ice180

between the KS and the northern coast of Alaska. However, the first two EOF patterns are the two dominant Arctic circulation

patterns of sea ice drift and account for 30.2% and 19.1% of the total variance, respectively. The variance contribution of the

third pattern is only 11.0%. This pattern of ice drift is observed by using three-year (1979 - 1981) drifting buoy data, which

show a reversed TPD stream over a 30-day period in summer (Serreze et al., 2013).
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Figure 6. The corresponding EOF-based temporal coefficients of the Arctic sea ice motion in winter from 1979 to 2018.

The combination of these data with the temporal coefficients by EOF (Figure 6) reveals that when the modes are in the185

positive phase (red series in Figure 6), the dominant Arctic circulation patterns of sea ice drift exhibit the same pattern as

illustrated in Figure 5. However, when the modes are in the negative phase, the sea ice drifting patterns in these years (blue

series in Figure 6) are the opposite of those in Figure 5. This pattern of ice drift mainly manifests itself as cyclonic drift with

a large-scale anticlockwise ice motion pattern that tends to prevail in summer, and the sea ice export from the Fram Strait is

low or even negative. The first pattern of corresponding temporal coefficients (Figure 6a) shows that before 1997, the drifting190

pattern of sea ice was mainly cyclonic circulation or weak anticyclonic circulation, while after 1997, the drifting pattern was

mainly anticyclonic circulation, which was similar to the current winter drifting pattern. Among them, the anticyclonic sea

ice drift circulation appeared the weakest in approximately 1991, while the anticyclone circulation appeared the strongest in
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approximately 2013 and 2017. We can see from the temporal coefficients of the second EOF pattern (Figure 6b) that the export

of sea ice from the BG and TPD to the Fram Strait shows three main periods in the time series. Before 1988, it was dominated195

by negative modes; after 2007, it was dominated by positive modes and fluctuated between positive and negative modes over

time between 1988 and 2007. The third pattern of temporal coefficients (Figure 6c) shows an opposite trend from the first EOF

pattern. Before 2000, it was basically a positive mode, and then it was mainly a negative mode.

The above analysis of EOF spatial and temporal modes allows us to show the the variations of the patterns of Arctic sea ice

drift retrieved by applying the EOF analysis for the period from 1979 to 2018. Next, we use multiscale analysis to analyze the200

variation characteristics of each EOF pattern in more detail.

3.4 Multiscale variation characteristic

3.4.1 Multiscale variation characteristics of each EOF pattern

To analyze the multiscale variation characteristics of each EOF pattern (Figure 5), we performed EEMD decomposition on the

temporal coefficients obtained from EOF analysis (Figure 7) and obtained the IMF modes and trend components that represent205

the characteristics of the interannual variations and long-term variation trends of the three main drift patterns of sea ice. Then,

we explored the relationship between the sea ice drift pattern and atmospheric and oceanic forcing on different temporal scales.

Among them, the first high-frequency mode of all IMFs reflects the situation of seasonal oscillation. Since we use the data of

the Arctic winter months (Nov-Apr), the time resolution of the analysis of seasonal oscillation is insufficient, so it is not taken

into account here. The decomposition results show that except for the first mode of all IMFs, the second mode accounts for210

the highest variance contribution, followed by the third mode (Table 1). Due to the complexity of the factors (atmospheric

and oceanic forcing factors) that relate to Arctic sea ice drift, there are few rigorous quasiannual cyclic modes of sea ice drift

circulation patterns.

Table 1. The period and variance contribution rate of each IMF mode

PC1 period variance PC2 period variance PC3 period variance

IMF (year) contribution rate IMF (year) contribution rate IMF (year) contribution rate

C1 0.43 66.74 C1 0.44 57.99 C1 0.51 66.15

C2 0.80 17.27 C2 0.98 20.72 C2 0.95 13.46

C3 2.06 9.83 C3 2.15 9.80 C3 2.28 8.73

C4 4.29 3.38 C4 4.54 5.40 C4 4.55 5.43

C5 7.98 1.79 C5 8.68 2.06 C5 8.81 5.35

C6 18.18 0.99 C6 19.28 4.03 C6 20.57 0.88

Figure 7 shows the IMF modes and trend components of the three main EOF temporal coefficient series for Arctic sea ice

drift data after EEMD decomposition. The EOF temporal coefficient series data used in the analysis included data from 240215
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Figure 7. The IMF modes and trend components after EEMD of the first EOF temporal coefficient (a), the second EOF temporal coefficient

(b) and the third EOF temporal coefficient (c).

winter months, which were decomposed into 6 time scales (marked C1-C6 in Figure 7) and 1 trend component (marked trend

in Figure 7) by the EEMD method.

For the interannual variation of the Arctic sea ice drift patterns, except for the removal of the first mode, the periods of the

other IMF modes from C2 to C5 are approximately 1 year, 2 years, 4 years and 8 years, respectively, and the oscillation of

each IMF curve is not stable; some years have large amplitude changes, and some years have no obvious amplitude changes.220

Moreover, the oscillation frequency of each time-scale curve of the first EOF drift pattern is faster than that of the latter two

patterns. As seen from the contribution rate of the covariance value, the significance of the high-frequency oscillation (C2-C3)

in the first pattern and the second pattern is relatively strong, while that in the third pattern is obviously much weaker. However,

the third pattern of medium frequency oscillation (C4-C5) is more significant (Table 1). Therefore, we cannot simply consider

the Arctic sea ice drift as a single pattern. The three patterns extracted by EOF analysis, representing the Arctic main sea ice225

drift patterns, have different multiscale oscillation characteristics, and the movement of sea ice drift is related to many factors.
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Moreover, the intensity of each factor is also different, resulting in different amplitudes in each year. For example, it can be seen

from Figure 7a that the first major pattern of sea ice drift showed a greater range of multiyear fluctuations in approximately

1992 than in other years.

For the interdecadal variation, the periods of C6 are approximately 18, 19 and 21 years, respectively, which can be used to230

show interdecadal changes in sea ice drift patterns for each EOF pattern. From the variance contribution rate of each time scale

in Table 1, it can be seen that the C6 variance contribution rate of the second EOF temporal coefficient series is 4.03, which

is relatively high, while the C6 contribution rate of the first and third EOF temporal coefficient series is relatively low. This

indicates that the long period oscillation of the second EOF ice drift circulation pattern is more obvious, while the short period

oscillation within 10 years of the other two EOF ice drift circulation patterns is more obvious.235

For the trend variation, the residual components of the original EOF temporal series coefficient data after EEMD decompo-

sition are the trend components. The decomposition results show that the first two EOF circulation patterns show a trend of

increasing variation, while the third circulation pattern decreases year by year (Figure 7). Together with the monotonic trend

analysis in Figure 4, we can determine that there is an enhanced anticyclonic sea ice drift pattern and a strengthening trend of

TPD from 1978 to 2018. That is, the anticyclonic circulation around the Arctic basin and the flow through the North Pole reflect240

the two main drift patterns of the current Arctic sea ice drift, and the sea ice output through the Fram Strait shows an increasing

trend year by year. Other patterns include the third EOF pattern of sea ice drift, which reflects the occasional occurrence of sea

ice drift in individual years or summer showing a downward trend.

Through the above analysis of the multiple time scales of the major sea ice drift patterns, we understand the characteristics

of the multiple-year time scale, including more than 10 years (interdecadal), of the sea ice drift patterns in the Arctic and the245

trend in the whole time series. In the following section, we discuss in detail the atmospheric or oceanic forcing factors, which

are the main factors relating to the Arctic sea ice drift circulation patterns.

4 Discussion

Based on the above analysis of our long time series data on Arctic sea ice drift, we know that the Arctic sea ice drift has

significant spatial and temporal differences. Moreover, the three EOF sea ice drift patterns have different multiscale variation250

characteristics, and all of them have strong interannual variation characteristics. Among them, the second pattern has significant

interdecadal change characteristics, while the other two patterns have no obvious interdecadal change characteristics.

However, what factors cause Arctic sea ice drift to have some of the above variation characteristics? Previous studies

(Wang and Zhao, 2012) have shown that the variation in the Arctic atmospheric environment is the main factor affecting

the variation in sea ice drift, and the wind field or atmospheric pressure field (Lindsay et al., 2009) affects the transport of255

Arctic sea ice. According to the dynamic equation of sea ice drift (Leppäranta, 2011), sea surface conditions also have an im-

portant influence on the speed of sea ice drift. Studies have shown that sea ice density is an important parameter of sea surface

roughness of the Arctic Ocean (Yu et al., 2019), and it has an important influence on the speed of sea ice drift, especially in the

marginal sea area of the Arctic Ocean.
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To discuss the correlation between various time scales of Arctic sea ice drift pattern change from 1979 to 2018 and the260

atmospheric or oceanic force factors, the data of the 10 m SLWF, MSLP, SIC and SST are processed in the same way as the sea

ice motion data for correlation analysis. First, the EOF analysis method was used to extract the temporal coefficient series of the

first three principal components (PCs), and then EEMD was performed to obtain information of each time scale of the original

sequence. Finally, the relationship between the Arctic sea ice drift patterns and these geophysical variables was obtained.
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Figure 8. The IMF modes (a-e) and trend components (f) after EEMD of the first sea ice EOF temporal coefficient and each environmental

parameter. (For each environmental parameter, only the EOF component marked with a asterisk is drawn.)

Table 2. The correlations between the first EOF sea ice drift pattern on various time scales and environmental factors (the PCs with the

highest correlation values greater than 0.6 are marked with a asterisk)

PC1 SLWF SLWF SLWF MSLP MSLP MSLP SIC SIC SIC SST SST SST

IMF PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3

C2 0.57 0.47 −0.48 0.58 0.32 −0.64
∗

0.09 −0.43 −0.06 0.14 −0.02 0.16

C3 −0.20 0.76
∗

−0.57 0.19 −0.32 0.27 0.38 0.10 −0.01 0.49 −0.66
∗

−0.17

C4 −0.46 0.52 −0.69
∗

0.28 0.16 0.32 0.33 −0.09 0.17 0.26 −0.11 −0.22

C5 0.48 0.67 −0.88
∗

−0.58 0.87
∗

0.24 0.18 0.65
∗

−0.25 0.37 −0.25 0.11

C6 0.87
∗

0.67 −0.65 0.44 0.93
∗

−0.28 −0.54 0.47 −0.18 −0.32 0.24 0.61
∗

trend 0.81 −0.32 0.92
∗

0.19 −0.93
∗

−0.65 0.69
∗

0.67 −0.37 0.71 −0.79
∗

−0.58
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The first EOF pattern, which represents anticyclonic circulation of the sea ice drift around the entire Arctic Ocean (Figure265

5a), is one of the main patterns of Arctic winter sea ice drift. The drift pattern is a large-scale anticyclonic circulation across

the entire Arctic Ocean. The main environmental factors that correlate with its development are the large-scale atmospheric

circulation of the Arctic, so the SLWF and MSLP have a large influence on this ocean-scale circulation, while the ocean

environmental factors mainly correlate with the regional oceans and have a weak correlation with this sea ice drift pattern.

The direct correlation between the first Arctic sea ice drift pattern on various time scales and environmental factors are270

shown in Table 2. It can be clearly seen that the correlation coefficient of atmospheric parameters is basically greater than that

of oceanic parameters. We chose a principal component of these four geophysical variables marked with stars, which have the

greatest correlation with sea ice movement, and the correlation value is greater than 0.6 (when the coefficient is greater than

0.6, the two parameters have a strong correlation). It can be seen more clearly that the atmospheric environment plays a leading

role in sea ice drift, especially for the long period oscillations of 8 (C5) and 18 (C6) years, and their correlation coefficients275

are all greater than 0.8. Combined with Figure 8, we can see that atmospheric forcing has a dominant effect on sea ice drift

in the whole time period, while oceanic forcing only plays a limited role in a few periods. For example, it can be seen from

Figure 8b that only from 2012 to 2016 did the sea ice drift movement fluctuate greatly, during which SST played a leading

role in its change, while the wind field played a leading role in other periods. Moreover, sea ice drift has a hysteresis effect on

the corresponding forcing factors. The oscillation delay effect is more obvious with lower frequency, and the delay time even280

reaches half a period in some time periods (Figure 8b from 2002 to 2006).

As shown in the previous results, the anticyclone circulation appeared to be the strongest in around 2013 and 2017. As shown

in Figure 8b, this phenomenon is quite significant, and the oscillation is more pronounced in the time-scale series with a period

of 2 years (C3). Moreover, the dominant forcing factor is ocean conditions, not atmospheric factors.

Table 3. The correlations between the second EOF sea ice drift pattern on various time scales and environmental factors (the PCs with the

highest correlation values greater than 0.6 are marked with a asterisk)

PC2 SLWF SLWF SLWF MSLP MSLP MSLP SIC SIC SIC SST SST SST

IMF PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3

C2 −0.90
∗

−0.44 0.00 −0.73 −0.31 0.77
∗

0.84
∗

0.68 −0.70 0.83
∗

−0.74 −0.31

C3 −0.60
∗

−0.58 −0.06 −0.78
∗

0.12 −0.27 0.61 0.68
∗

−0.49 0.65
∗

−0.21 −0.12

C4 −0.07 −0.93
∗

0.18 −0.78
∗

0.00 −0.75 0.28 0.73
∗

−0.53 0.54 −0.63
∗

−0.02

C5 −0.79
∗

−0.65 0.56 −0.16 −0.66
∗

−0.11 0.72
∗

0.09 −0.25 −0.63
∗

−0.55 −0.32

C6 −0.84
∗

−0.77 0.52 −0.74 −0.76
∗

0.60 0.84
∗

0.21 −0.11 0.75
∗

−0.59 −0.52

trend −0.38 −0.07 0.13 −0.54 −0.17 0.22 0.73
∗

0.62 −0.45 0.71
∗

−0.47 −0.14

The second EOF pattern, which represents the export of sea ice from the BG and TPD to the Fram Strait (Figure 5b), is one285

of the main patterns of Arctic sea ice drift. As seen from Table 3, it is affected by both atmospheric and ocean conditions and

is basically affected by the first two PCs of environmental factors. Modeling results show that the wind stress transfer to the

ice-covered ocean is maximized at approximately 80% ice concentration (Martin et al., 2014). Wind stress transfer increases
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Figure 9. The IMF modes (a-e) and trend components (f) after EEMD of the second sea ice EOF temporal coefficient and each environmental

parameter. (For each environmental parameter, only the EOF component marked with a asterisk is drawn.)

as SIC decreases from 100% to the threshold concentration because sea ice becomes more mobile while still retaining a high

surface roughness. Thus, the decrease in ice concentration during the early summer might also enhance ocean currents and290

consequentially strengthen the oceanic drag force on the ice, which in turn increases the ice speed.

It is precisely because this pattern of sea ice transport is affected by the joint action of atmospheric and ocean environmental

factors that the dominant factors of sea ice movement at different time scales are different in different years. It can be clearly

seen from Figure 9d that in the period from 1988 to 1996 (the period of C5 is 8 years), the sea ice movement is mainly correlate

with atmospheric forcing. The temporal curve of sea ice movement is close to the change curve of atmospheric forcing, and295

the change in sea ice movement is followed by atmospheric forcing. In the subsequent period, the correlation of ocean forcing

on sea ice movement gradually strengthened. In the whole time series, the atmosphere and ocean alternately play a dominant

role in the movement of sea ice. However, for C6 with significant interdecadal changes, it can be seen from Figure 9e that,

due to the delayed effect of oceanic and atmospheric environmental factors on sea ice movement, the superposition effect of

ocean and atmosphere allows a significant sea ice motion during that period. In the time series, the ocean and atmosphere have300

roughly equal effects.

For the third EOF pattern, which represents the sea ice transport system moving ice between the KS and the northern coast

of Alaska. The correlation analysis in Table 4 shows that sea ice transport between the KS and the northern coast of Alaska is

mainly correlate with the ocean environment. Only the high-frequency oscillation C2 is more correlate with the atmosphere than

the ocean environment, but the ocean forcing effect is still relatively large and cannot be ignored. In addition, the correlation305
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Figure 10. The IMF modes (a-e) and trend components (f) after EEMD of the third sea ice EOF temporal coefficient and each environmental

parameter. (For each environmental parameter, only the EOF component marked with a asterisk is drawn.)

Table 4. The correlations between the third EOF sea ice drift pattern on various time scales and environmental factors (the PCs with the

highest correlation values greater than 0.6 are marked with a asterisk)

PC3 SLWF SLWF SLWF MSLP MSLP MSLP SIC SIC SIC SST SST SST

IMF PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3

C2 −0.87
∗

0.46 −0.08 0.81 0.09 −0.92
∗

−0.68 −0.75
∗

0.62 −0.74
∗

0.59 0.32

C3 0.46 −0.64
∗

0.41 −0.09 0.42 −0.43 −0.67
∗

−0.18 0.39 −0.73
∗

0.58 0.05

C4 0.44 −0.61
∗

0.44 −0.30 0.00 −0.52 −0.57 0.09 0.16 −0.46 −0.02 0.07

C5 0.03 −0.30 0.65
∗

0.42 −0.49 0.05 −0.59 −0.51 0.58 −0.75
∗

0.34 −0.06

C6 0.77
∗

0.15 −0.59 0.48 0.63
∗

0.12 −0.84
∗

0.31 0.22 −0.86
∗

0.57 0.52

trend 0.19 −0.58 −0.22 0.37 0.13 0.37 −0.66
∗

−0.05 0.32 −0.69
∗

0.36 0.15

of C4 is not high, with the highest correlation being the wind field and the correlation coefficient only being - 0.61. Combined

with Figure 10c, it can be seen that before 1990, the sea ice drift movement was basically dominated by the wind field, while

later, the forcing effect of the wind field on the sea ice drift was not obvious, and the correlation was low. Especially after 2004,

the variation in the sea ice drift curve has little correlation with the wind field curve. From the previous analysis results, we

know that after 2000, the third EOF pattern of sea ice drift is mainly a negative mode, that is, sea ice migration from the north310

coast of Alaska to the KS. This indicates that the migration pattern of sea ice can reverse due to changes in forcing factors.
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For other time scales (C3, C5 and C6), the effect of ocean forcing on sea ice movement is greater than that of the atmosphere,

especially SST.

The trend changes of the second and the third main patterns of Arctic sea ice drift retrieved by applying the EOF analysis are

mainly correlation with ocean environmental factors. However, the first main pattern showed a more significant correlation with315

atmospheric environmental factors. What more, the second EOF pattern representing sea ice output from Fram Strait shows an

increasing trend, while the third EOF pattern shows a decreasing trend. This indicates that the export of Arctic sea ice from

Fram Strait increases, while that from Bering Strait decreases. However, the export of Arctic sea ice is mainly through Fram

Strait, so in general, the export of Arctic sea ice shows an increasing trend in the last decades. With the variation trend of sea

ice movement, the Arctic sea ice concentration attempt to indicate a decreasing trend in the future, especially from the Eurasian320

Basin to the Fram Strait. Furthermore, the extent to which sea ice export through Fram Strait controls ice conditions (thickness

and motion) upstream the Transpolar Drift system. And the export influences a large area upstream in the Trans-Polar Drift

stream, and that high volume export events lead to a thinner thickness. (Zamani et al., 2019).

And finally, we have added a discussion about the relationship between Arctic sea ice drift and large-scale atmosphere

circulation, such as Arctic Oscillation (AO) and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). As can be seen from Table 5, the correlation325

between the three sea ice drift patterns on most of the scale and atmospheric index is low. Among them, the decadal variation

(C6) of the first pattern has a high negative correlation with the AO index (correlation coefficient is -0.71), which indicates that

an anticyclonic circulation of the sea ice drift around the entire Arctic Ocean has a high correlation with the large-scale Arctic

circulation. In addition, the trend changes of the three sea ice movement patterns are highly correlated with the large-scale

atmospheric indices, which indicates that the large-scale atmospheric changes have a strong correlation with the changes of sea330

ice movement patterns, while some high-frequency changes of sea ice movement (interannual and multi-year changes) are not

highly correlated with the large-scale atmospheric circulation.

Table 5. The correlations between the first three EOF sea ice drift patterns on various time scales and a variety of large-scale atmospheric

index

PC1 NAO AO PC2 NAO variance PC3 NAO AO

C2 0.05 0.04 C2 −0.02 −0.13 C2 0.09 −0.01

C3 −0.55 −0.40 C3 −0.08 −0.18 C3 −0.03 −0.05

C4 0.30 0.46 C4 0.27 0.39 C4 −0.46 −0.24

C5 0.13 −0.20 C5 −0.13 0.01 C5 −0.49 −0.28

C6 −0.24 −0.71 C6 0.03 0.53 C6 0.31 −0.11

trend 0.83 0.41 trend 0.77 0.75 trend −0.79 −0.74

In previous studies on the movement of Arctic sea ice, most believed that the movement of sea ice was mainly forced by the

atmospheric environment and highly correlated with the wind field. However, our results suggest that the ocean environment

also has a significant relationship on sea ice movement. As the atmospheric environment factor itself changes more frequently335

than the ocean environment factor, the influence scale is large, the range is wide, and the correlate with the sea ice movement
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is more intense, which allows the response of the sea ice movement to the atmospheric environment factor more obvious

and the lag time shorter than the response to the ocean factor. Therefore, the correlation of ocean environmental factors on

sea ice movement is masked by the correlation of the atmospheric environment. By analyzing the time series data of sea ice

movement on various time scales after decomposition, it is found that the driving effect of ocean environmental factors on sea340

ice movement is also very important. The correlation of the ocean environment on sea ice movement is not only in the marginal

sea area but also in the central sea area of the Arctic Ocean. In some years, its correlation even exceeds the atmospheric

environmental forcing, which plays a leading role in sea ice movement.

As discussed above, the analysis of the spatiotemporal patterns of Arctic sea ice circulation is of intrinsic value in identifying

and understanding general patterns in the behaviour of the atmosphere-ice-ocean system. We know that the atmospheric and345

ocean environmental factors we use for analysis are relatively easy to obtain compared to sea ice condition parameters, and

that some large-scale climate signals of the atmosphere or ocean are predictable. The occurrence of signals like ENSO can

be predicted 6-12 months in advance. However, large scale climate fluctuations such as ENSO will affect the atmosphere

and ocean environment, thus affecting sea ice conditions. Therefore, our study establishes the relationship between sea ice

movement and atmospheric and oceanic factors on different time scales, making it easier to predict future sea ice conditions.350

5 Conclusions

In this study, the climate distribution characteristics of the Arctic sea ice drift is briefly analyzed, and it is revealed that the Arctic

sea ice drift motion has significant spatial and temporal variation characteristics. As a follow-up study, the multiscale change

characteristics of sea ice and the relationship between the geophysical variables were established. Then, the MK nonparametric

test was used to determine the spatial distribution of the monotonically changing trend of Arctic sea ice drift. Based on the355

above analysis of the basic state of Arctic sea ice drift, we performed a detailed analysis of the multiscale characteristics of

Arctic sea ice drift and its influencing mechanism. Accordingly, we draw the following conclusions:

(1) Generally, the drift velocity in winter is greater than that in summer. The variation trend of sea ice drift in the Arctic

Ocean is not uniform and consistent. The sea ice export from the Canadian Basin to Baffin Bay shows a trend of increasing

year by year. In the Kara and Laptev Sea regions, an enhanced poleward flow is observed, which shows a strengthening trend360

of TPD from 1978 to 2018. Moreover, the total drift velocity of Arctic sea ice shows an increasing trend over the time series,

except for a slight weakening trend in some parts of the Bering Strait.

(2) The spatial and temporal distribution of winter Arctic sea ice drift was obtained by EOF analysis. EOF analysis results

show that Arctic sea ice has three main spatial patterns. The first EOF pattern shows an anticyclonic circulation of the sea ice

drift around the entire Arctic Ocean. The second EOF pattern is similar to the average sea ice transport pattern, which involves365

the export of sea ice from the BG and TPD to the Fram Strait. The third EOF pattern shows the drift of the sea ice transport

system moving ice between the KS and the northern coast of Alaska.

(3) The time coefficients obtained from EOF analysis were decomposed into 6 time-scale series and 1 trend component

by the EEMD decomposition method. The three major patterns have significant interannual scale variation characteristics of
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approximately 1, 2, 4 and 8 years. Among them, the second pattern also has a significant interdecadal change characteristic370

with a period of approximately 19 years, while the other two patterns have no significant interdecadal change characteristics.

(4) Finally, through the correlation analysis between the three main EOF patterns of Arctic sea ice drift and geophysical

variables, we found that the first pattern is mainly affected by atmospheric environment factors, the second pattern is affected

by the joint action of atmospheric and ocean environment factors, and the third pattern is mainly affected by ocean environment

factors. This is due to the different regulatory effects of the atmosphere and ocean environment on the movement of the three375

sea ice drift patterns on various time scales. As a result, the three sea ice drift patterns have different multiscale variation

characteristics. The stronger the modulation effect of the atmosphere on the sea ice drift pattern, the more significant the high-

frequency oscillation of sea ice drift is and the shorter the oscillation period is. Indeed, our calculations show that the oscillation

frequency of the first EOF sea ice drift pattern is higher than that of the third drift pattern.

Our study suggests that the ocean environment also has a significant correlate with sea ice movement. Especially for some sea380

ice transport patterns, the correlation even exceeds atmospheric forcing. Similar to the sensitivity experiment in the numerical

model, we can obtain relatively simple signals by decomposing complex time series signals of sea ice movement data, which is

more conducive to the correlation analysis of its impact factors, in order to understand the internal mechanism of the correlation

of environmental factors (such as atmospheric or oceanic factors) on it. In the original data sequence, the correlation of various

environmental factors is often superimposed, and some of the correlate signals are masked, which makes it impossible to385

conduct effective mechanism analysis.
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